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Q-1 - 5:  Study the given information carefully and answer the given questions. 
An Input is given in different steps. Analyse the pattern and answer the questions given below.  

Input:  

 
As per the rules followed in the steps given above, Find out in each of the following questions the 

appropriate step for the given input. 

  

  

Q-1: How many steps are required to complete the above arrangement? 

 

 (1) 2  

 (2) 3  

 (3) 4  

 (4) 5   

 (5) None of these  
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Q-2: Which of the following is step III? 

   

(1) K, W 

(2) V, W   

(3) W, V  

(4) E, N 

(5) V, U 

 

Q-3: Which of the following is step IV? 

   

 (1) 426  

 (2) 506 

 (3) 507 

 (4) 981  

 (5) 534 

 

Q-4: Which of the following is step II?  

  

(1) 14, 22 

(2) 22, 14  

(3) 18, 28  

(4)  22, 16 

(5)  None of these   

 

Q-5: Which of the following is step I?  

  

(1) 47, 14, 42, 19, 21, 20 

(2) 46, 13, 42, 19, 21, 20 

(3) 47, 13, 42, 22, 21, 20 

(4) 47, 13, 42, 19, 21, 20 

(5) 47, 13, 42, 19, 20, 21 

 
Q.6-10: Read the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 

 

Six men A, B, C, D, E and F being considered here, two of them were born on 

Sunday, three on the Saturday and one on the Tuesday. Four were recognized 

as a famous dancer, three as a Singer and three as great Actor. One contributed 

to Football, two to Cricket, two to Polo and other to Kabaddi.  

The player who born on Tuesday is dancer only and contributed to Polo and the 

other Polo player, contributed to dancer, singer and actor. One Cricket player and 
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only Kabaddi player born on Saturday. The first contributed in dancing and 

singing while the latter to singing and acting. The Football player born on Sunday 

and is dancer only. A born on Tuesday, B is actor only. C contributed to Polo. D 

was a Cricketer, Dancer and Singer and born on Saturday. B also born on 

Sunday and F contributed dancing only. 

 

Q-6:  Which of the following is a right combination of persons born on 

Saturday? 

 
(1) C, D 

(2) C, D, E 

(3) C, A, B 

(4) C, E, F 

(5) None of these 

 

Q-7: Which of the following is a right combination of persons born on 

Sunday? 

 
(1) B, D 

(2) B, F 

(3) C, D, B 

(4) C, E, F 

(5) None of these  
 

Q-8: Which of the following is a right combination of Dancer? 

 

(1) A, C, D, B 

(2) C, D, A, F 

(3) C, A, B, F 

(4) C, E, F, A 

(5) None of these  
 

Q-9: Which of the following is a right combination of Singer? 

 
(1) A, C, D, B 

(2) C, D, F 

(3) C, A, B 

(4) C, D, E 

(5) None of these  
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Q-10: Which of the following is a right combination of Actor? 

 
(1) C, D, B 

(2) C, D, F 

(3) C, A, B 

(4) B, C, E 

(5) None of these  
 

Q. 11-15:  Directions: The question consists of some conclusions followed by five sets 
of statements. Consider the given conclusions to be true even if they seem to be at 
variance with commonly known facts. Read the conclusions and then decide which set 
of statements the conclusions follow.  

Q.11 

 
Conclusions:  

I.  No key is mat.  

II. Some glares are bottles. 

Statements: 

(1) Some mats are glares. No glare is bottle. Some bottles are keys. All keys are hats. 

(2) Some glares are mats. All mats are bottles. Some bottles are keys. All keys are hats. 

(3) All bottles are glares. Some glares are keys. No bottle is hat. Some hats are mats. 

 

(4) Some glares are mats. All mats are bottles. No bottle is key. All keys are hats. 

(5) All keys are hats. No hat is bottle. Some bottles are glares. Some glares are mats. 

 

Q. 12               

Conclusions: 

I.  No water is air.  

II. Some chairs are rings. 
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Statements: 

 

(1) All rings are waters.Some waters are cars.No car is chair.Some chairs are air. 

(2) Some cars are waters.No water is ring.All air are rings.Some air are chairs. 

(3) Some rings are waters.Some waters are cars.Some cars are chairs.Some chairs are air. 

(4) All waters are rings.No water is car.All cars are chairs.Some chairs are air. 

(5) Some chairs are waters.All waters are rings.Some rings are air.All air are cars. 

 

Q.13               

Conclusions:  

I.  No sphere is bad.  

II. Some bad are machines. 

Statements: 

(1) All machines are globes.Some globes are bad.No bad is rubbish.All rubbish are spheres. 

(2) All globes are machines.Some machines are bad.Some bad are rubbish.All spheres are 

rubbish. 

(3) Some globes are machines.Some machines are bad.Some bad are spheres.Some 

spheres are rubbish. 

(4) All globes are machines.Some globes are bad.All spheres are rubbish. No bad is rubbish. 

(5) Some rubbish are spheres.Some spheres are bad.Some machines are bad. Some 

machines are globes. 

 

Q.14               

Conclusions:  

I.  No care is arts. 

II. Some arts are music. 
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Statements: 

(1) All systems are music.No music is arts.All arts are joys.All joys are care. 

(2) Some music are arts.No art is system.Some systems are joys.Some joys are care. 

(3) Some music are systems.No system is arts.No art is joy.Some joys are care. 

(4) Some music are systems.No system is arts.No art is joy.All care are joys. 

(5) No system is art.All music are arts.No arts is joy.All care are joys. 

 

Q.15               

Conclusions:  

I. Some red are pink. 

II. Some fruits are colours. 

Statements: 

(1) All apples are colours.No colour is fruit.No fruit is pink.Some pink are red. 

(2) No apple is colour.All colours are fruits.Some fruits are pink.All pink are red. 

(3) Some colours are apples.Some apples are fruits.No fruit is pink.All red are pink. 

(4) Some fruits are apples.No apple is colour.Some colours are red.Some colours are pink. 

(5) Some fruits are red.Some red are colours.Some colours are apples.Some colours are pink. 

 

Q-16-20: Study the following information carefully and answer the question 

given below- 

 

Eight friend B, O, P, N, Z, S, W and A are sitting around a circular table and all 

are facing towards the center but not necessarily in same order. Each of them 

represents eight different companies viz. CNBC, McD, KFC, CBZ, R15, PNB, SBI 

and CBI again not in same order. S sits second to the right of representative of 

PNB. Representative of R15 is an immediate neighbour of representative of CBI. 

P and Z are immediate neighbours of each-other. Neither P nor Z is an immediate 

neighbour of O or representative of CBI. Two people sit between representatives 
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of R15 and O. W and representative of SBI are immediate neighbours. Only one 

person sits between P and representative of KFC. A sits third to the left side of 

representative of CBZ and is the representative of CBI. Representative of PNB 

sits second to the left of representative of McD. Representative of CNBC sits 

second to the right of N who is not the representative of R15. O is not the 

representative of SBI. P sits second to the left of N. 

 

Q-16; Which of the following member is a representative of McD ? 

 

(1) S  

(2) O  

(3) B  

(4) Z  

(5) N 

 

Q-17: Four out of five are alike in a certain way and based on a group find 

the one which does not belong to that group? 

 

(1) W = R15  

(2) O = CNBC  

(3) N = PNB   

(4) A = CBI  

(5) P= SBI  

   

Q-18: Who is seated infront of S? 

 

(1) N 

(2) P  

(3) Representative of PNB   

(4) Representative of SBI  

(5) None of these  

 

Q-19: Which of the following statement is true? 

 

(1) W is sitting immediate left of A.   

(2) P is representative of CNBC   

(3) S is sitting infront of N.   

(4) B is representative of PNB   

(5) Z is sitting immediate left of P.   
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Q-20: What is position of N With respect to A ? 

 

(1) Fourth to the left  

(2) Immediate right   

(3) Immediate left   

(4)  Second to the right   

(5) Second to the left   

 

Q.21- 25: In a certain coding language:- 

 

U7F3L8H, 1K8PI, R3B7ARB, 5PN4SE is written as COLOR, FULL, CARDS, 

AVAILABLE 

9B8TQ, 3HG8B, H6DT, 5SU4 is written as THIS IS MY WAY 

S9, 9STU, STUVW5TC is written as CRICKET,IS EVERYTHING 

 

Now as per the rule given in above statements answer the following questions: 

 

Q-21:‘‘STUDENT, OF, THE, YEAR’’ can be written as? 

 

(1) 2K8, 9H7I, 6UV, TUVW4M 

(2) TUVW4M, 2AK8, 9H7I, 6UV 

(3) 2K8, 9H6I, 6U2V, TUVW4M 

(4) 2K7, 9H7I, 6UV, TUVW4M 

(5) 2BEC8, 9H7I, 6UAT, TUVW4M 

 

Q.22:- ‘‘INSTITUTION, OF, BANKING, PERSONNEL, SELECTION’’ can be 

written as?   

 

(1) TUVWXYZ9, 9HO8R, 3B56E, P9R8TUV9, 2RSTUV 

(2) TUVWXYZ9, 9HM8R, 3B56E, K9R8TUV9, 2RSTUV 

(3) TUVWXYZ9, 9HO8R, 3B57E, K9R8TUV9, 2RSTUV 

(4) TUVWXYZ9, 9HO8R, 3B56E, K9R8HUV9, 2RSSUV 

(5) TUVWXYZ9, 9HO8R, 3B56E, K9R8TUV9, 2RSTUV 

 

Q.23: ‘‘SELECTION, IS, EVERYTHING’’ can be written as? 

 

(1) 9S, STUVW5TC, RSTUV1 

(2) TUVWXYZ9, 9S, 2RSTV 

(3) TUVWXZ9, 9S, STUVW5TC 

(4) TUVWXYZ9, 9S, STUVW5TC 
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(5) 2RSTUV, S9, STUVW5TC 

 

Q.24: ‘‘HAPPY, NEW, YEAR’’ can be written as? 

 

(1) 9S, A5UV, TQ6C8L 

(2) TUVWXYZ9, 9S, 2RSTV 

(3) A5UV, TQ6C8L, TTB 

(4) A5UV, TQ6C8L, STB 

(5) 2RV, S9, STUVW5TC 

 

Q.25: ‘‘OLD, HABBIT, DIE, HARD’’ can be written as? 

 

(1) KP4, 3B5VK, AB9S, 1PA 

(2) KP4, 3B5VJ, AB9T, 1PA 

(3) KP3, 3B5VJ, AB9S, 1PA 

(4) KP4, 3B5VJ, AB9S, 1PA 

(5) KP4, 3A5VJ, AB9S, 1JA 
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ANS:- Q.1-5:- SOLUTION: 

 
Q.1: (3) 

Q.2: (2) 

Q.3: (2) 

Q.4: (1) 

Q.5: (4) 

 

Q.6-10:- SOLUTION: 

Name Days Game Dancer Singer Actor 

A Tuesday Polo Yes No No 

B Sunday Cricket No No Yes 

C Saturday Polo Yes Yes Yes 

D Saturday Cricket Yes Yes No 

E Saturday Kabaddi No Yes Yes 

F Sunday Football Yes No No 
 

 

Q.6: (2) 

Q.7: (2) 

Q.8: (2) 

Q.9: (4) 

Q.10: (4) 
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Q.11-15:- SOLUTION: 

Solution: Going by the options: 

Q.11: (4) 

4. So, both the conclusions definitely follow. 

Q.12: (2) 

2. So, from the Venn diagram, it is concluded that both of the conclusions definitely follow. 

. 

Q.13: (4) 

4-From the given diagram, conclusion I and conclusion II both follow. 

 
Q.14: (5) 

5. Both conclusions I and II definitely follow in this case. 

 
Q.15: (2) 

 
2. So, from the Venn diagram, it is concluded that both of the conclusions definitely follow. 

Q.16-20:- SOLUTION: 

 
Q.16: (1), 
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Q.17: (3), 

 

Q.18: (5), 

 

 

Q.19: (4), 

 

Q.20: (1), 

 

Q.21-25:- SOLUTION: 

 

ADDITION OF PLACE VALUE OF LETTER AND NUMBER IS EQUAL TO THE 

WORLDS PLACE VALUE WRITTEN IN RIGHT HAND SIDE. 

EXAMPLE  

U7F3L8H =21+7+6+3+12+8+8 =65, AVAILABLE is code for this because sum 

of place value of all the letters in AVAILBLE is equal to 65. 

SAME AS OTHERS. 

 

 

Q.21: (1), 

Q.22: (5), 

Q.23: (5), 

Q.24: (3), 

Q.25: (4), 
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